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"
‘Jesus' Prophetic Plans (Part 2)' Selected Scriptures "

Last Sunday we began a series that addresses matters of biblical prophecy 
and Bible promises; I have entitled it, ‘Jesus' Prophetic Plans.' "
This will by no means be an extensive study on the subject "
We will in fact focus briefly on only two aspects of this subject. In light of our 
recent history here at GCC the elders want to show you from the Scriptures 
why we believe that when the Lord Jesus returns at His Second Coming He 
will reign on the earth for 1000, 365-day years, before ushering in the eternal 
state, which is heaven "
Then, we also want to show you secondly, from the Scriptures, why we 
believe that there is a distinction between Israel and the Church "
This series will see me wearing more of a teaching, rather than a preaching 
hat "
Last Sunday I attempted to lay a foundation of interpretation for you. I tried to 
show you from the Scriptures why we embrace a consistent, literal 
interpretation of Scripture here at Grace Christian Church (GCC) "
Remember, by literal we don’t mean that we don’t recognise that the Bible 
sometimes uses metaphors or similes or poetry or symbolism or other figures 
of speech "
We understand that, and we understand, for example, that God often will use 
language to accommodate us, to help us understand His character and His 
ways and His works in language that we understand - the big word you may 
come across that describes this language is anthropomorphism "
For example, the Bible might say that God will uphold us with His righteous 
right hand - well, God is Spirit, He does not have hands, but God uses that 
kind of language for our sake; When the Bible teaches that God’s eyes are 
upon us, we understand that God does not have eyes like we do "
God, in condescending love, uses this language to accommodate us "
Therefore, when we use the word, ‘literal,' we simply mean the normal, plain 
sense of the language. In other words, we take the words of Scripture at face 
value "
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So, when Revelation chapter 20 teaches that Christ Jesus will reign for 1000 
years, we see no reason to take that to be a symbolic number signifying a 
long period of time "
As I will remind you of often this morning, last week’s foundational message 
is absolutely critical for everything else we will say in the coming weeks "
If any of you are not on our Church e-mail list, I encourage you to get your e-
mail address to me so I can forward last week's sermon notes to you. We will 
not have time every Sunday to rehash the introductory comments or the 
foundational material we covered last week "
Before we consider some more detailed teaching on the millennial kingdom, 
the 1000-years kingdom, I think it might be helpful to briefly put the biblical 
concept of kingdom into context "
In general, any kingdom consists of a a) ruler, b) a realm of subjects, and c) 
the rulership consists of the exercise of authority "
With that in mind, biblically, the concept of kingdom is presented several 
different ways "
First, there is what you can call the universal kingdom of God; This kingdom 
describes the universal rule of God which has always existed - God’s eternal 
rule "
Psalm 10:16, 'The Lord is King forever and ever’ "
This kingdom is universal in scope: Psalm 103:19, 'The Lord has established 
His throne in the heavens, and His sovereignty rules over all’ (emphasis 
added) "
Second, you also learn in the Bible that the nation of Israel was a theocracy 
at one time in biblical history. That is to say, that unlike the nations around 
them, in a very unique way, God Himself was their King "
# You will recall in the book of Samuel (1 Sam. 8) that Israel asked Samuel to 
appoint a king over them like the nations. Samuel took their request to the 
Lord, and the Lord’s answer to Samuel was, ‘They have not rejected you, but 
they have rejected Me from being King over them (1 Sam. 8:7) "
Third, the Bible furthermore describes the geo-political kingdoms of this world 
as a sort of collective kingdom "
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# Listen to the prayer king Jehoshaphat of Judah prayed in 2 Chronicles 20:6, 
“O Lord, the God of our fathers, are You not God in the heavens? And are 
You not ruler over all the kingdoms of the nations? Power and might are in 
Your hand so that no one can stand against You. "
But the Bible views these various geo-political kingdoms of this world as a 
collective whole; For example, you read of a time in the future in Revelation 
11:15, 'Then the seventh angel sounded; and there were loud voices in 
heaven, saying, “The kingdom [singular] of the world has become the 
kingdom of our Lord and of His Christ; and He will reign forever and ever.”' "
Fourth, the Bible teaches that heaven is a kingdom, referring to it as the 
‘kingdom of heaven (Matthew),’ or ‘the kingdom of God (Luke)’ "
Fifth, the Bible also describes a kingdom within men’s hearts, as God rules in 
the hearts of men "
You learn of this kind of kingdom in a place like Luke 17:21 where the Lord 
Jesus says, 'the kingdom of God is in within you' "
Finally, the Bible also refers to the kingdom on earth, the future 1000 year 
kingdom, or if you like, the millennial kingdom "
With that in mind, we want to hone in on the millennial kingdom and learn 
what the Bible teaches about this future kingdom on earth  "
One last introductory note here: If the title of this morning’s message does not 
appeal to you or thrill you, just remember that you are going to reign with the 
Lord Jesus Christ for those 1000 years. What I am about to describe from 
God’s Word, you are going to get to experience if you have repented of your 
sins, and trusted in the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ for the 
forgiveness of your sins "
All we have time for this morning is to consider this kingdom as it is presented 
in the Old Testament (OT). We don’t have time this morning to consider the 
New Testament’s (NT) teaching on it, but the material from the Old Testament 
is enough to make the point "
7 Descriptions of the Millennial Kingdom from the Old Testament Alone "
1) It will be a Literal Kingdom "
Revelation 20 might be the only place where the length of the kingdom is 
mentioned, but the reality of the kingdom is taught in many OT and  "
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Zechariah 14:9 is clear, 'And the LORD will be king over all the earth; in that 
day the LORD will be the only one, and His name the only one’  "
The ‘earth' here must mean ‘the earth.’ God references the ‘new heavens and 
the new earth’ elsewhere in the Old Testament (Is. 65:17; 66:22). One can 
therefore safely assume that God will use ‘new earth’ (heaven) elsewhere if 
the new earth is what He intends to mean - or if the immediate context 
teaches about the new earth "
Neither the wording or context of Zechariah 14:9 teaches that ‘earth’ is a 
reference to the ‘new earth’ "
Think about it: 
a) The LORD was not ‘king over all the earth’ in biblical history or extra-

biblical (outside of the Bible) history; 
b) He was not ‘king over all the earth’ in His first coming; 
c) He is not presently ‘king over all the earth;’ 
d) Zech. 14:9 also cannot refer to heaven since in that day there will be 

‘battle' (14:2), ‘houses plundered’ (v.2), ‘women ravished’ (v.2), the LORD 
fighting (v.3), plague (v. 12 - note verses before and after v.9), etc.. These 
kinds of things will not occur in heaven; 

e) Therefore Zech. 14:9 must refer to a time between now and heaven - = 
the millennial kingdom "

Also, it cannot refer to a symbolic rule in the hearts of men because the text 
does not state that He will rule in the hearts of men (compare Lu. 17:21), but 
rather 'over all the earth’ "
The reality of the kingdom is also seen by the fact that in that day nations 
from all over the world will recognise that kingdom, and practically benefit by 
it "
Isaiah 2:2, 'Now it will come about that in the last days the mountain [Mount 
Zion, the location of the Temple in Jerusalem - Mount Zion is another name 
for Jerusalem as v. 3 bears out] of the house of the LORD will be established 
as the chief of the mountains, and will be raised above the hills; and all the 
nations will stream to it. 3 And many peoples will come and say, "Come, let us 
go up to the mountain of the LORD, to the house of the God of Jacob; That 
He may teach us concerning His ways and that we may walk in His paths." 
For the law will go forth from Zion and the word of the LORD from Jerusalem. 
4 And He will judge between the nations, and will render decisions for many 
peoples; And they will hammer their swords into plowshares and their spears 
into pruning hooks. Nation will not lift up sword against nation, and never 
again will they learn war’  "
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Think about it: 
a) The nations never ‘streamed' to Jerusalem in biblical history or extra-

biblical (outside of the Bible) history; 
b) The Lord did not ‘judge between the nations’ in His first coming; 
c) He is not presently ‘judging between the nations’ or ‘rendering decisions 

for many peoples;’ 
d) This passage also cannot refer to heaven since in that day there is 

settling of disputes (v. 4). Disputes will not occur in heaven; 
e) Therefore Is. 2 must refer to a time between now and heaven - = the 

millennial kingdom "
In that day Jerusalem will be the capital city of this earthly kingdom, 
Zechariah 8:22, 'So many peoples and mighty nations will come to seek the 
Lord of hosts in Jerusalem and to entreat the favour of the Lord’  "
Think about it: 
a) ‘Many peoples’ and 'mighty nations' never came to Jerusalem to seek the 

Lord or His favour in biblical history or extra-biblical (outside of the Bible) 
history; 

b) This did not happen at His first coming; 
c) This seeking the Lord and His favour in Jerusalem by many peoples and 

mighty nations is not presently happening;’ 
d) This passage also cannot refer to heaven since the reference is to 

‘Jerusalem,’ not the ‘new Jerusalem.’ Nowhere in Zechariah 8 is the 
context developed as heaven; 

e) Therefore Zech. 8:22 must refer to a time between now and heaven - = 
the millennial kingdom "

2) It will be Marked by an End of War "
Zechariah 9:10, 'I will cut off the chariot from Ephraim and the horse from 
Jerusalem; And the bow of war will be cut off. And He will speak peace to the 
nations; And His dominion will be from sea to sea, and from the River to the 
ends of the earth  "
Think about it: 
a) Nowhere in biblical history or extra-biblical (outside of the Bible) history 

has the Lord had dominion from ‘sea to sea’ and 'to the ends of the earth’ 
(emphasis added); 

b) This did not happen at His first coming; 
c) This dominion is not a present reality (compare 2 Cor. 4:4; 1 John 5:19);’ 
d) This passage also cannot refer to heaven since He will speak ‘peace to 

the nations.’ This will not be necessary in heaven. Also, there is will be no 
sea in the new heavens and the new earth (heaven) according to Rev. 
21:1 [I acknowledge Eugene van Aardt for pointing out this detail to me 
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after the service]. Yet, in these verses it states that His dominion will be 
from sea to sea - it therefore cannot be heaven; 

e) Therefore Zech. 9:10 must refer to a time between now and heaven - = 
the millennial kingdom "

Isaiah 9:7, 'There will be no end to the increase of His government or of 
peace, on the throne of David and over his kingdom, to establish it and to 
uphold it with justice and righteousness’ "
Think about it: 
a) Nowhere in biblical history or extra-biblical (outside of the Bible) history 

has the Lord governed, and not on ‘the throne of David and over his 
[David’s] kingdom’ (v.7); 

b) He did not govern, neither was He on David’s throne at His first coming; 
c) He is not presently ‘on the the throne of David and over his kingdom;’ 
d) This passage also cannot refer to heaven since in it He upholds David’s 

(not the kingdom of heaven) kingdom ‘with justice and righteousness.’ 
There will be no need uphold justice in heaven; 

e) Therefore Is. 9:7 must refer to a time between now and heaven - = the 
millennial kingdom "

3) It will be Marked by Physical Blessings "
We have already noted under point one that there will be many spiritual 
blessings in the millennial kingdom - nations will go to Jerusalem to seek the 
Lord's favour; He will teach His ways to them, etc. "
But there will also be many physical blessings that will take many different 
forms "
For example, there will be physical healings; In the context of the millennial 
age you read in Isaiah 35:5, 'Then the eyes of the blind will be opened and 
the ears of the deaf will be unstopped. 6 Then the lame will leap like a deer, 
and the tongue of the mute will shout for joy.' "
This kingdom will be characterised by long life: Isaiah 65:20, 'No longer will 
there be in it an infant who lives but a few days, or an old man who does not 
live out his days; For the youth will die at the age of one hundred and the one 
who does not reach the age of one hundred will be thought accursed…[22] 
For as the lifetime of a tree, so will be the days of My people, and My chosen 
ones will wear out the work of their hands” """"
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Think about it: 
a) Verse 20 above implies and describes a time in which people will live for 

hundreds of year. People lived this long before the worldwide Flood in 
Genesis 7. Since the Flood people have not lived this long; 

b) People did not live for hundreds of years at the Lord's first coming; 
c) People are not presently living this long; 
d) But this passage also cannot refer to heaven since there is still death 

there - albeit after a long life 
e) Therefore Is. 65:20 must refer to a time between now and heaven - = the 

millennial kingdom "
4) It will be Marked by Geological Changes "
The Lord Jesus will return to earth literally just as the angels announced at 
His ascension (compare [cp.] Acts 1:11) "
Then you read in Zechariah 14:4, 'In that day His feet will stand on the Mount 
of Olives, which is in front of Jerusalem on the east; and the Mount of Olives 
will be split in its middle from east to west by a very large valley, so that half 
of the mountain will move toward the north and the other half toward the 
south.’ "
There will be a great topographical phenomena, maybe through an 
earthquake; A valley will be created as the mountain is pulled apart "
The very dimensions of the valley are given - It will run east and west as the 
mountain is pulled northward and southward "
Why so specific? Why mention ‘east' and ‘west' and ‘north' and ‘south?' 
Because that is exactly as it will happen "
Think about it: 
a) What is described here has not happened in biblical or extra-biblical 

history; 
b) The create of this valley did not occur at the Lord's first coming; 
c) This is not a present reality; 
d) This passage cannot describe heaven however, since it cites the Mount 

of Olives and Jerusalem - not the new Jerusalem (heavenly city); 
e) Therefore Zech. 14:4 must refer to a time between now and heaven - = 

the millennial kingdom "
In that day there will be increased fertility and climatic changes "
Isaiah 35:1, 'The wilderness and the desert will be glad, and the Arabia will 
rejoice and blossom; Like the crocus 2 It will blossom profusely and rejoice 
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with rejoicing and shout of joy. The glory of Lebanon will be given to it, The 
majesty of Carmel and Sharon. They will see the glory of the LORD, the 
majesty of our God…7 The scorched land will become a pool and the thirsty 
ground springs of water; In the haunt of jackals, its resting place, grass and 
reeds and papyrus.’ "
Dry lands will be transformed into pools of water; Rocky crags normally 
inhabited by jackals will become lush meadows "
5) It will be Marked by Changes in the Animal World "
Isaiah 11:6, 'And the wolf will dwell with the lamb, and the leopard will lie 
down with the young goat, and the calf and the young lion and the fatling 
together; And a little boy will lead them. 7 Also the cow and the bear will 
graze, their young will lie down together, and the lion will eat straw like the ox. 
8 The nursing child will play by the hole of the cobra, and the weaned child 
will put his hand on the viper's den. 9 They will not hurt or destroy in all My 
holy mountain, for the earth will be full of the knowledge of the LORD as the 
waters cover the sea’ "
Peace will prevail. There will be no enmity between animals or man and 
animals "
Think about it: 
a) What is described here might have have been possible before the Fall in 

Genesis 3, but not after; 
b) These conditions did not exist at the Lord's first coming; 
c) This is not a present reality; 
d) This passage does not describe heaven either. In it there are nursing 

children and weaned children. There will be no children born in heaven. 
There will be no marriage in heaven (Matt. 22:30). Also, there is a 
reference here to the ‘earth,’ not the 'new earth;' 

e) Therefore Is. 11:6 must refer to a time between now and heaven - = the 
millennial kingdom "

6) It will be Marked by Changes in Politics "
In that day, the Lord Himself will settle international disputes "
Micah 4:3, 'And He will judge between many peoples and render decisions for 
mighty, distant nations. Then they will hammer their swords into plowshares 
and their spears into pruning hooks; Nation will not lift up sword against 
nation, and never again will they train for war’ "
Think about it: 
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a) The Lord’s actions here are not recorded in biblical or extra-biblical 
history; 

b) These conditions did not exist at the Lord's first coming; 
c) This is not a present reality; 
d) This passage cannot not describe heaven either. In it the Lord settles 

disputes among nations. There will be no disputes in heaven;' 
e) Therefore Micah 4:3 must refer to a time between now and heaven - = 

the millennial kingdom "
7) It will be Marked by Religious Purification "
There will be universal worship of Yahweh in that day "
Isaiah 66:23,“And it shall be from new moon to new moon and from sabbath 
to sabbath, all mankind will come to bow down before Me," says the LORD. "
There will be compulsory worship of Yahweh in that day "
Zechariah 14:16, 'Then it will come about that any who are left of all the 
nations that went against Jerusalem will go up from year to year to worship 
the King, the LORD of hosts, and to celebrate the Feast of Booths. 17 And it 
will be that whichever of the families of the earth does not go up to Jerusalem 
to worship the King, the LORD of hosts, there will be no rain on them…19 
This will be the punishment …of all the nations who do not go up to celebrate 
the Feast of Booths’ "
Think about it: 
a) What is described in Zech. 14:16 has not happened in biblical or extra-

biblical history; 
b) These conditions did not exist at the Lord's first coming; 
c) This is not a present reality; 
d) This passage does not describe heaven either. In it you learn of 

‘punishment.’ There will be no sin or punishment in heaven; 
e) Therefore Zech. 14:16 must refer to a time between now and heaven - = 

the millennial kingdom "
There you have it - at least seven descriptions of the future millennial 
kingdom from the OT alone "
Here are a couple of summarizing remarks: "
a) In keeping with last’s week message, I stress the importance of a literal 

interpretation again. If you don’t take the passages I cited this morning at 
face value, then yes, you can and will arrive at a different conclusion; 
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b) What is described in the passages I cited has not happened in the past, 
and it is not happening now. It must therefore describe a future time. It 
cannot describe heaven however, because it cites baby’s being born and 
weaned, death still taking place, punishment meted out, etc. It must 
therefore refer to a time between the present and heaven; 

c) The millennial kingdom has a great degree of peace and worship, but it is 
not heaven (eternal state) yet; It is not the new heavens and the new 
earth; There is death and there is a rebellion against the Lord at the end 
of the millennial by armies as numerous as 'the sand of the 
seashore' (Rev. 20:8) 

d) You will be there reigning with the Lord Jesus Christ for those 1000 years "
I don’t know about you, but I ask myself, ‘why does God’s plan include these 
1000 years?’ "
Think about it: Why, following Armageddon, does God not simply send Satan 
to hell at that point, and establish heaven at that point? "
Why does God’s plan involve this additional 1000 years, when Satan will at 
the end of the 1000 years influence further scores of people as numerous as 
‘sand of the seashore’ (Rev. 20:8) to rebel against God, again! "
Here are some reasons that can be deduced from other passages of 
Scripture – these are not in order of chronology or significance "
I will give you three reasons – I think you have to resign yourself to the fact 
that the number 1000 is just God’s sovereign and wise choice "
However, underneath the umbrella of God’s sovereign purpose, let me 
provide some possible theological reasons for why the 1000 years must take 
place, and what will happen in those 1000 years "
One reason could be to fulfil God’s promises to Israel - His land promises to 
them and promises concerning a future kingdom on earth – in other words, to 
exalt God’s faithfulness and truthfulness "
The Lord Jesus will be King over all the earth in that day; But what you learn 
is that during that time Israel’s enemies will also come up against her, and the 
Lord will again fight on her behalf, and He will in the process restore the land 
that He promised to her. "
Several OT passages cite the specifics of the land. When you study the book 
of Obadiah for example, you learn of the boundaries of the Davidic and 
Solomonic kingdoms that will expand in that day to include God’s land 
promises to the patriarchs 
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"
Some of the boundaries of that kingdom are mentioned in Obadiah 1:19, for 
example, 'Then those of the Negev will possess the mountain of Esau, and 
those of the Shephelah the Philistine plain; Also, possess the territory of 
Ephraim and the territory of Samaria, and Benjamin will possess Gilead. 20 
And the exiles of this host of the sons of Israel, who are among the 
Canaanites as far as Zarephath, and the exiles of Jerusalem who are in 
Sepharad will possess the cities of the Negev. 21 The deliverers will ascend 
Mount Zion to judge the mountain of Esau, and the kingdom [millennial]will be 
the LORD’S' (emphasis added) "
A second possible reason one can deduce from Scripture is that the 1000 
years will also serve to exalt the justice of God – not only His faithfulness and 
truthfulness, but also His justice "
In other words, as great as the sin of Satan and the nations will be at the 
beginning of the 1000 years, their sin will not yet be full until the end of the 
1000-year period, and God in His great justice will not judge them before that;  "
Where do I get this principle from? I think it is reasonable to gather this 
thought from observing God’s ways in former times "
For example, you can ask, ‘why 430 years for Israel in Egypt?’ "
Well, one of God’s purposes in that was to use Israel as His instrument to 
purge the wicked peoples of the land they would inherit "
God said it would take 430 years since in the words of Genesis 15:16, the 
‘iniquity of the [people of the land] is not yet complete’ "
That is to say, ‘God is just, and wished to permit the sin of the [people] to be 
full before He would judge them (Gen. 15:16)…God would tolerate their sins 
until [such a time that] Israel under Joshua conquered Palestine’   1

"
> So what is one reason that God will be patient for a further 1000 years? > 
Moses (Gen 15:16) teaches us that like before, God might be permitting the 
1000 years for the sin of sinners to be full, before He judges them "
A third and final reason for 1000 years, as far as I can discern, has to take 
into account the final outworking of God’s full redemptive plan "
In other words, people will be born during the millennial kingdom 
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"
And though there will be a final rebellion against the Lord at the end of that 
1000 years, some will be saved during that time "
In the words of Peter, God is patient, ‘not wishing for any to perish, but for all 
[the elect] to come to repentance’ [2 Pet. 3:9] "
God has exalted Himself in the past, He is exalting Himself in the present, 
and He will exalt Himself in the future "
God will also exalt Himself in the millennial kingdom; It seems to me, from 
taking Scripture as a whole into account that He will in that day exalt Himself 
as faithful and truthful, as a just God, and as a Savior "
This is what the future millennial kingdom teaches us about God - He will 
keep His promises, as always, He will punish sin, as always, and He will 
prove to be a Savior, as always!
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